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Abstract

During recent years, scientists have endeavored to meet the challenging
necessities of creating top notch programming applications. Building venture
class arrangements like a Big Data Analytics Platform includes testing
enormous measures of clinical trial information from different investigations,
subjects, and installed gadgets. Handling and putting away terabytes or
petabytes of information may take days or weeks to finish. Utilizing an extensive
informational collection amid programming advancement and testing,
postpones the constant incorporation and conveyance endeavors. A novel
method has been proposed to reduce the input data set for such big data
applications without compromising on quality of results by creating a smaller
representative sample out of given big data datasets and using that
representative sample to drive the application further. The proposed approach
makes use of Pairwise Test Case Generation methodology to identify he
diminished arrangement of datasets ensuring that each pair of input parameters
have been enclosed by at least one input data tuple. Although using pairwise
methodology might not be exhaustive, but it is found to be very useful because it
can significantly reduce the input dataset and can still cover hypothetically
difficult relations within different input domain parameters. The paper
describes the proposed hybrid pairwise test generation approach based upon
Cuckoo Search (CS) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) and applies the approach on
big data dataset to come up with representative data sets which are much
reduced as compared to original ones. The big data datasets taken as input to
prove the effectiveness of proposed approach are the test cases intended to be
used for defect finding. The quality of newly generated representative datasets
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with proposed approach is also evaluated against the original big sized big data
datasets.
Keywords: Big Data, Software Testing, Pairwise Testing, Genetic Algorithm,
Cuckoo Search.

1

Introduction

Big data analysis (BDA) is where progressive procedures operate on huge data
collections. The terminology "Big Data" has recurrently been functional to data
sets that develop siege that they end up burdensome to work with using
conventional database administration frameworks [1].
Producing test data rapidly, proficiently and precisely is essential however
complex to execute particularly in cases where input data is in form of large data
sets. If an approach can help engineers to create applications using a minor and
illustrative data set, it will considerably reduce the development life cycle, hence
permitting earlier feedback during code commit stage.
To appreciate the problem, we are considering a case for a small input data to test
a multi-function video playing programming device which have following specs:

Attribute(s)

Possible configuration

Operating
System

XP

Win-10

RAM

16 GB

32 GB

Win-7

DVD Hardware DVDR
Type

DVDRW

USB

Display

VGA

HDMI

None

Linux

Total we have 4x2x3x3 = 72 distinct mixes of the information tuples, however a
pairwise test framer usually make a littler test suite that wraps every one of the
sets in more modest number of information tuples.
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Let’s say that we want to ensure that every pair of possible input parameters is
validated at least once. Here is list of test cases which can be created satisfying
this requirement:
OS

RAM

DVD Hardware Type

Display

XP

16 GB

DVDR

None

XP

16 GB

DVDRW

VGA

XP

32 GB

USB

HDMI

Win-10

32 GB

DVDR

VGA

Win-10

32 GB

DVDRW

HDMI

Win-10

16 GB

USB

None

Win-7

16 GB

DVDR

HDMI

Win-7

32 GB

DVDRW

None

Win-7

32 GB

USB

VGA

Linux

16 GB

DVDR

None

Linux

16 GB

DVDRW

VGA

Linux

32 GB

USB

HDMI

This table is directly an exhaustive set of test data for the given issue in the
representation. If you consider any two factors from the first test information table
and any two possible values for them, there is no less than one entry in the
subsequent table that refers to two of those. After applying this pairwise approach
to tests generation, we get 12 test blends which give all mixes rather than 72.
Likewise, consider a greater case where a designing automated framework that
has 10 buttons to control and each one has capability to configure 10 different
conceivable frameworks will have an aggregate of 10^10 (10,000M) mixes, which
is significantly more than a product analyzer would be able to test in complete
lifetime. If we apply pairwise test case generation to this situation, we can
radically bring down total number of test cases, which will unquestionably give
all possible mixes.
Now, given a design problem and input variables, the main challenge for pairwise
test case generation based approach is to design an algorithm which can come up
with minimal number of test cases covering maximum number of possible
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interactions between all pairs of input variables and with minimum possible
runtime.
A study of the results of the currently available techniques which generate the set
of test cases using Pairwise Testing indicates that the GA based technique
provides one of the powerful way of providing the reasonably good solutions in
most of the benchmarking design problems. Although it can provide the
reasonably good results in most of the cases, there are still possibilities where it is
far from generating the best solutions (e.g. T6) because of its drawback of getting
trapped in local maxima and not finding a way to get out of that. Genetic
operations help to create the offspring intelligently based upon individual
characteristics of chromosomes with high fitness but sometime fail to make a
jump to unexplored design regions for the best results. Contrast this to Simulated
Annealing (SA) based approach which can process several local Maxima to be
able to explore the different design regions and can identify the global Maxima.
This is the reason why this approach can generate better results in some of the
cases (e.g. T6 T8 (Table1)).
Besides following the search strategy employed by Cuckoo search, GA would
ensure that successive generations are based upon good characteristics of previous
generations and SA would make sure that the algorithm is not trapped within local
maxima. Also, there is further a scope of taking cues from Ant Colony
Optimization which brings in the characteristics of developing and exploring the
new solutions based upon the trail of previous good solutions. This can add more
power to the hybrid algorithm by focusing on the core of good solutions to bring
out another set of solutions which can probably help to increase the quality of
global solution. All these ideas are tried and explored in the proposed Cuckoo S
based approach.

2. Related Work Done
One possible way to solve the above-mentioned problem is to generate the set of
test cases with the help of combinatorial testing and make sure to cover all
possible inputs combinations during validation. The challenge for combinatorial
testing is to manage the huge number of input parameters combinations created
because of combinatorial explosion. This problem can be resolved efficiently with
the help of Pair-wise testing which is an effective approach to reduce the final set
of test cases combinations count in a test suite [2] and can still make sure that
most of the possible input variables combinations are covered [3].
Many metaheuristic algorithms have been proposed to come up with respective
algorithms to generate the test cases based upon Pairwise Testing technique [4-10].
The major challenge here is to design an algorithm which can come up with a
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minimal number of test cases covering maximum number of possible interactions
between all pairs of input variables and with minimum possible runtime.
Some of these proposed techniques which have been taken as reference in this
paper are GAPTS, GA, AETG, ACO, PSO, PWiseGen and Cuckoo Search [1119]. These proposed approaches have been published along with their results on
benchmark test case generation problems which indicate that none of these
proposed approaches can give best results in all possible cases (or even for most
part of problems).
The results indicate that Genetic and Cuckoo search based approaches can
perform well over a wide set of given test case generation problems. While
studying the Cuckoo search based approach proposed in [11] it was noticed that
the results of this algorithm can be improved if the algorithm is made to take
advantages of good characteristics of GA and SA [15]. Cuckoo search is currently
being explored to tackle various issues and have been proven successes in many
areas such as machine learning [17], the field of truss optimization problems [18],
clustering of web results [19], nurse scheduling problems [20], generating test
data generation [21], generating independent paths for software testing [22].
The following sections in the paper discuss the results of these approaches briefly
and propose a new Pairwise test case generation strategy which is a Hybrid
approach based upon Genetic Algorithm [13] and Cuckoo Search technique [11]
addressing the shortcomings of these individual strategies. The last section would
discuss the results with new proposed approach to demonstrate the effectiveness
and proposed strategy and its future work directions.

3. Existing Metaheuristic Algorithms
A meta-heuristic calculation is an iterative approach to manage an arrangement of
heuristics by assembling keenly unique area ideas to investigate and misuse the
competitor look space. Based upon some pre-identified and agreed upon measures
of quality, these algorithms structure the available information using learning
strategies and try to find near optimal solutions [10]. This section describes some
of the major meta-heuristic algorithms available today (CS, GA, SA, and ACO).
3.1. Cuckoo-Search (CS)
The Cuckoo-Search Algorithm (based upon global optimization) was originally
proposed by [11]. This algorithm has been based upon the behavior of how
cuckoos lay their eggs and treat them subsequently. Since their proposal, the
algorithm has been tried to solve several domain specific problems (neural
network training, Reliability Analysis, engineering design, Computer Games etc.)
and it has successfully demonstrated its strong usefulness to solve the given
problems.
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The Cuckoo Search algorithm is a nature inspired algorithm, which draws its
motivation from the way Cuckoo bird species lay its eggs and treat it thereafter.
The birds from this species are known to lay their respective eggs in nests of other
birds. Some of the parasitic cuckoos can even imitate color of eggs of the host
bird so that host bird is not able to identify the foreign eggs in his nests. Since host
bird is expected to abandon its nest (and create fresh one elsewhere) [11] once it
can identify it, female cuckoos try to make sure that the host bird is not able to
identify those eggs.
Refer [9], here are the main assumptions of this algorithm:
1. One of cuckoo lays down an egg at a time and puts this in a nest selected
randomly.
2. Nests are evaluated based upon a quality function and best nests which have
highest fitness of eggs will be passed on to the successive generations. The eggs
within these nests represent individual solutions (or part of) to given problem.
3. There are fixed number of total nests available which can act as hosts, and a
host bird is assumed to have a probability P  (0, 1) of detecting a foreign egg in
his respective nest. If outside egg is identified by have flying creature, the host
fledgling would either tosses out the remote egg or would relinquish its home and
make a crisp one at an alternate area.
This algorithm also provides a way to model the third assumption i.e. the way to
model the fraction of nests which are replaced with fresh nests. The fresh nests are
assumed to be carrying the new solutions chosen randomly. This fraction can be
modelled through Levy flight behavior [12].
3.2. Genetic Algorithms (GA)
Genetic Algorithms belong to the category of optimization algorithms which is
driven by biological evolution and follow the basis of respective biological
operations (such as inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover). A heuristic is
developed, based upon these operations and this heuristic is used to guide the
algorithm to generate an optimal (or near optimal) solution. The recognized
concept of GA was originally developed by John Holland in the 1970s [13], and it
has been found suited for application to different domain specific problems where
there is very little or no knowledge about the candidate solution set. The formal
theory of GA has been successfully demonstrated to work in different areas of
engineering, science and businesses [14]. GA based approaches have been found
to be effective in different natured (continuous/discrete) combinatorial problems.
These approaches work by keeping track of population of candidate solution set
for the given problem and by making this population evolve by the application of
above mentioned stochastic operators. This evolution happens with the help of
different iterations and a new population is created after every iteration. The
fitness function for population is expected to improve continuously (or converge)
after every successive iteration.
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To do operate, GA based approaches require the clear definition of following
basic aspects [14] in respect of given problem domain:
 Objective function (which will decide what needs to be optimized and how
to evaluate the fitness of given candidate population)
 Genetic representation and implementation (How to encode the problem
and candidate solutions into chromosomes form so that algorithm can
work on top of these)
 Genetic operators and their implementation (How the GA operators will
perform their operations for these encoded chromosomes. It is ok to even
tweak the standard GA operators as per the nature of problem)
3.3. Simulated Annealing (SA)
SA is a heuristic based probabilistic method of solving the problems and is
focused upon finding the global maxima among a set of many local maxima. The
formal theory developed by (Kirkpatrick, Gelett, Vecchi (1983) and Cerny
(1985)) [15] inspired from physical annealing process. The name for this approach
is also based upon the physical annealing process which is a metallurgical
methodology which involves heating/cooling of material in strictly controlled
manner. The motivation for this controlled heating/cooling is to crystals
formations and thus leads to elimination of any defects.
Taking the analogy from the thermodynamics process (high temperature
molecules move freely, low temperatures molecules get stuck) a temperature
parameter is modelled into the minimization algorithm. When you get the high
temperature, parameter candidate set is explored with full intensity whereas at low
temperatures exploration happens with restricted pace.
One of the advantages of SA is that it can guide the algorithm to hit and evaluate
several local maxima to point out the global maxima with respect to given fitness
function [15]. Although SA is found to be like hill climbing in some aspects but it
also has some different aspects. For example, SA also allows the downward steps
which are not allowed by hill climbing. Additionally, in SA a move is generated
randomly and then it is decided if it should be accepted or not. Here is the
algorithm to describe the SA in details
of the advantages of SA is that it can guide the algorithm to hit and evaluate
several local maxima to point out the global maxima with respect to given fitness
function [15]. Although SA is found to be like hill climbing in some aspects but it
also has some different aspects. For example, SA also allows the downward steps
which are not allowed by hill climbing. Additionally, in SA a move is generated
randomly and then it is decided if it should be accepted or not.
3.4. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
ACO is a methodology to find solution for optimization problems which draws its
inspiration from the way different ants communicate direction to each other. This
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approach is based upon the way different ants find the shortest path between their
current locations and food source using pheromone trails. The approach came up
in 1990s [16] and found to be effective to resolve different types of optimization
problems (including machine learning/Network Routing/Quadratic Assignment).
The basic concept of this approach is based upon the fact that Ants walk randomly
and they follow the trail of lead Ant’s path to reach the food destination. While
wandering, ants keep on depositing the pheromone along the path which is
followed and later other Ants can detect that trail with most pheromone to follow
that path. Once an ant finds the food, more and more ants start following the path
by following the pheromone trail and thus stop wandering randomly. When the
food is finished at food spot, this path is no longer used by ants and therefore
pheromone get evaporated and ants subsequently find a way to new food location.
Here a given path’s attractiveness is determined by the amount of pheromone
deposited on that path. Like this if a trail can be created towards optimal solution
space, the approach can follow the trail to evaluate and find the optimal solution.

4. Proposed – Representative Dataset Generation
Approach for Big Data Using Hybrid Cuckoo Search
At the top level, proposed Hybrid-Pair-CS is a hybrid approach based upon 4
individual approaches: Pair-Cuckoo Search (Pair-CS), GA, SA and ACO. CS
serves as the master underlying algorithm for proposed approach and all other
approaches have been made to be plugged in at different steps of this approach to
contribute towards the objective of achieving best possible results. Each one of
these approaches has different roles to play:
Pair-CS [5] is the master algorithm, based upon which, this proposed hybrid
algorithm has been developed. It is the composition of three main steps:
Generating Binary Combinations, Generating Interaction Elements and finding
the optimal set of test cases using CS based master algorithm as proposed in [5].
The core of the Algorithm is fitness function, selected to guide the search
algorithm which is based upon number of interaction elements that can be covered
by candidate nest. The algorithm iterates over different nests and evaluates each
one of these. Considering nest weight, a new nest will be picked as a present nest.
In the event of something going wrong if the new nest weight is more noteworthy
than current nest weight, the new nest is taken as present nest. The calculation
repeats all populace and expels the more terrible nest considering the estimation
of pa likelihood. The best nest will be picked up and appended to final test cases
and the interaction list is also updated with interaction elements which are now
covered. Finding optimal test cases phase is repeated till all interaction elements
are covered.
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One of the drawbacks of above CS based algorithm is that it solely depends upon
the fitness function to evaluate the quality of a given nest and does not take
advantage of earlier good quality nests to get a direction to create and select new
candidate nests. The proposed algorithm plugin the GA based operations to build
the new nests and gives the preference to these nests over the rest of nests in case
the fitness of these nests is within the given range of other left out nests. The GA
based operations (selection, mutation and crossover) make sure to take advantage
of earlier high fitness nests to build the new nests. More details of individual GA
based operations and how they can help in better navigation of given population
can be found in [13-14].
Further experiments with the CS and GA based integrated approach indicated that
although the results were better as compared to individual Pair-CS or GA but the
algorithm was still not able to perform well in some cases due to getting stuck in
local maxima and getting converged due to it despite increased number of
generations. Interestingly, it was noticed that for these cases incidentally SA could
give better results because SA could process several local maxima and has got
less chances of getting stuck in local maxima. This motivated the Hybrid-PairCS
to take advantage of SA based approach [15] and it has plugged in this SA while
selecting and including the best available solutions. Due to SA a less than best
solution finds a way into candidate set to occasionally guide the algorithm in a
different direction to be able to explore the unexplored region.
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Input N: Total number of Parameters, and
K: set of possible values for each one of parameter = [K0 ..Kj]
Output: List of testcases TS;
Let IPairs all Interaction Pairs.
Let TS be a set of candidate tests;
Trigger Generation of initial host nest population randomly
MaxGeneration = MaxGeneration1;
Mode = modeGA;
while IPairs is not empty do
while (t < MaxGenerationCount or stop critera not satisfied) continue
if (Mode == modeGA) {
Generate a cuckoo (i) by Levyflights to imitate randomness;
} else if (Mode == modeACO) {
Get a cuckoo (i) from cuckoo collection which have given best offsprings in
modeGA
}
## When generating new solutions for the ith cuckoo, the following Lévyflight is
performed

Calculate the quality (fitness) Qi of above Cuckoo;
Pickup a candidate solution (nest) from N (j) in random fashion;
if (Qi > Qj)
Replace picked up N(j) with a new solution (nest);
end if
Dump a part of (based upon (P)) of worst nests
Create new nests using following GA operations at new locations
GA basic operations {Selection (1 , Production(2), Evaluation(3) ) {
(1): build mating pool
(2): Mutation operations (flip/swap/slide)
(3) Population Evaluation
};
Retain the best possible solutions. The fitness of each possible solution Ei may be computed using
following formula (Ok,i is the result obtained by solution Ei for case k and wk is the targeted result) :
Order the candidate solutions based upon respective ranks
Find the current best with following SA Algo :
If (Quality(Si) >=Quality(Sbest))
Sbest=Si
Else If (Exp((Quality(Si)- Quality(Sbest))/weight(Si)) > Rand())
Sbest =Si
End
The acceptance criteria in this case is basically based upon following equation where R(0,1) is the
random number chosen at regular intervals and Q delta represent the difference in quality of given
solution :

If (t == (MaxGeneration-1)) {
MaxGeneration = MaxGeneration2;
mode = modeACO;
}
end loop
Append the best candidate testcase into TS.
Evaluate the new set of pair interactions which are covered and update IPairs.
end loop
end-Proc

Fig 1 : Steps of Dataset Generation For Big Data Using Hybrid Cuckoo
Search
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The results of proposed Algorithm were improved significantly for the
problematic test configurations and inched closure to SA based results. Now we
tried to take advantage of Ant Colony optimization on top of hybrid algorithm
proposed above. As per the ACO based approach [16], once an ant finds the
food, more and more ants start following the path by following the pheromone
trail and thus stops wandering randomly. Similarly, to this phenomenon, we
extended the above proposed to make second pass of the algorithm itself but this
time the candidates are not the whole set of available combinations but the cases
selected in first iteration. The idea was to look around in the set of test cases
which have proven their fitness and tried to see if some of them can be replaced
with new ones (covering same number, of pairwise combinations with less test
cases) or with the one having higher fitness. Since the candidates set is restricted
this step is anyway not found to be too much time consuming.
It is observed that after introducing the 2nd set of enhanced generations (Taking
the cues from SA and ACO) the algorithm could pick up the test cases in
unexplored category as well and thus leading to increase in quality coverage
(coverage with less number of test cases). The proposed strategy is summarized in
algorithm give below.

5. Experiment
configurations

and

Results

with

Big-Data

Test

To establish the relevance of the proposed Hybrid-Pair CS with respect to already
established pairwise testing techniques, it was evaluated on some benchmark big
data test configurations and the results also compared with that of earlier available
approaches (see Tables 1) [26-38]. The Table 1. given below specifies the
minimum number of test cases generated with already proposed approaches and
the new one to ensure the exhaustive test coverage for given test configuration.
The approach with minimum number of test cases in most number of test
configurations will be the winner because it will be the one which would take
least time to complete the testing with sufficient coverage for most of the cases.
The experiments use standard test cases configurations available on web which
are already evaluated by previous approaches as a measure of their effectiveness.
The outcomes show that while new proposed approach can give the best
accessible outcomes in 6 cases, it is additionally ready to offer near best outcomes
on 4 different cases. Since no accessible approach can perform best for all test
setups, the proposed hybrid approach is positioning high considering the normal
number of experiments required for all test designs and furthermore on the size of
methodologies with most elevated number of best available solutions.
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Table 1. Number of test cases required to exhaustively cover given Big Data test
configurations

Different Big Data Testcase Configurations for results generations

Currently available Testcase Generation approaches alongwith proposed approach
(Hybrid-PairCS)
Co
nf

PIC
T

AET
G

AllPai
rs

Jenn
y

IP
O

IPO
G

IRP
S

SA

G
A

AC
A

PPST
G

PHS
S

Pair
CS

Hybr
idPair
CS

T1

10

NA

10

9*

N
A

11

9*

N
A

N
A

N
A

9*

9*

9*

9*

T2

13

9*

10

13

9

12

9*

9*

9*

9*

9*

9*

9*

9*

T3

15*

22

20

170

155

151

150

390

336

NA

341

333

323

180

230

NA

NA

NA

224

209

187

T7

47

NA

49

45

50

45

45

43

42*

42*

T8

21

19

21

41

19

17

16

21

20

20

15*

T9
T1
0
T1
1

38

34

NA

31*

36

NA

38

33

NA

51

44

NA

49

48

47

42*

NA

NA

98

91*

NA

32
42
*
N
A

39

45

33
42
*
N
A

39

46
10
1

47
N
A
N
A
N
A
N
A

17
15
9
N
A
22
5
N
A

15*

NA

17
15
7
N
A
22
7
N
A
15
*

18

157

16
N
A
N
A
18
3*
N
A
15
*
N
A
N
A
N
A

18

177

17
14
9*
32
1*
21
0

17

NA

17
16
9
36
1
21
2

20

T6

20
17
0
N
A
N
A

97

95

96

93

T4
T5

176
373

Legend:

Big Data Reference configurations:
T1: 33
T2: 34
T3: 313
T4: 1010
T6: 1020
T7: 510
T8: 51 38 21
T9: 61 51 46 38 23
T10: 71 61 51 46 38 23
T11: 101 91 81 71 61 51 41 31 21
xy means : means that task take x parameters, each parameter with y values.

T5: 1510

While the prospective advantages of Big Data are huge and promising, and some
underlying triumphs have just been accomplished, there stay numerous
specialized difficulties that should be routed to completely understand this
potential. The huge chunk of information, obviously, is a noteworthy test, and is
the one that is most effortlessly perceived. Be that as it may, there are others.
Industry examination organizations jump at the chance to call attention to that
there are challenges in Volume, as well as in Variety and Velocity [39]. The
above results table indicates that there is huge amount of opportunity to reduce the
sheer size of incoming data by application of proposed pairwise generation
methodology.
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6. Conclusion
Often in case of big data projects, data generation has had many issues including
the generation of little and illustrative data set from source to fulfil diverse kinds
of limitations including statistical analysis. To understand the difficulties, we
developed another strategy utilizing pairwise test case era to make the illustrative
informational collections in the huge information condition. With the proposed
approach; input space segment testing starts with an information area show
("IDM"). The analyzer sections the IDM, picks test esteems from distributed
pieces, and applies combinatorial scope criteria to deliver test information. To the
best of our mindfulness, this is the first run through pairwise test case era
procedure has been utilized to produce delegate informational indexes got from
source in the huge information setting. In an agile procedure, testing applications
with gigabytes or terabytes of data is costly. Our demonstrative test generator
methodology will guarantee quality and fundamentally abbreviate testing and
engineering cycles by generating representative datasets without having to process
terabytes of data. Using the approach saves time, expenses, and manual endeavors.
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